
November 29, 2022 

In Attendance: 

Members Present:  Ann Smith, Chairperson, Larry Chapman, Rick Shew and Mayor Janet Winkler 

Others Present:  Jonathan Greer, Town Manager, Addie Cardwell, HUB Station Director, Tammy 
Swanson, Town Clerk, and Guest, Tammy Williamson 

Call to Order: 

Ann Smith called the meeting to order at approximately 5:00 pm.  

Potential Tenant Request: 

Jonathan stated that we have received a request to open a coffee shop/art gallery/art studio on the second 
floor of HUB Station – Building A (Arts Center).  The request is coming from the owners of Echo Sierra 
Coffee.  Jonathan commented that one of the deterrents to having retail on the second floor was having to use 
the stairs; however, since the elevator has been installed, we have not discussed having retail on the second 
floor.   If the space is rented to the Echo Sierra Coffee Shop, the $600/month retail rate would be charged 
rather than the studio rate of $360 since its primary focus is retail.  

Jonathan commented that having retail on the second floor would give visitors a good reason to explore 
upstairs, and it would provide an outlet for the parents of children taking music or art classes, or for people 
attending events at HUB Station.  Jonathan stated that the potential tenants are hoping to hear from the Town 
about the rental by December 1st.    

Addie presented the following request from the potential tenants.  

 “We have a very unique idea for the HUB an art gallery with a coffee bar in it. We would say what we do is 
an art for all the senses; the smell before you come in the door, the hiss of a steamer or the low rumble of a 
blender, the visual art that makes you smile and say wow before you have even tasted it, then the taste of 
sweet and bitter that bites back all those negative thoughts..., I tell my daughter that every drink is a work of 
art. If you don't believe me ask any chef or barista if what they do is an expression of themselves and if they 
see it as mechanically following recipes or if they see it as creating, as art? Culinary arts I would argue is 
truly just consumable art. We create our cold brew right here in Hudson, we select only organic coffees that 
are fair trade certified and craft roasted right here in NC. We mix blends, change recipes, we change 
variable that include ratios, temps and times to create a unique coffee experience born in Hudson. Every 
glass of cold brew we offer has over 20 hours of time in it. We think this is our art to offer.  

  
I am also an amateur artist I do acrylic on canvas primarily, I also enjoy writing. I plan to explore that side 
again as well. We plan to display part of that art once I am back up to par.  
We plan to feature your current artists and some that we know constantly on our feature wall. We have a 
beautiful layout in mind for this space. That would include multiple art forms in this space. 
Some plans we have thus far include having our coffee sleeves decorated by Hudson Elementary and 
Middle School artists so every cup leaves with a work of art on it, also having the art of local students 
displayed as appropriate, coffee and paint nights, coffee and paint birthday parties, intimate and small 
concerts by local artists of course with coffee. We have many other ideas but we really just wanted to say 
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thank you for your consideration of expanding the art community and impact one step forward with this 
out of the box idea. We create our art and distribute it in cups..., none the less we love to see the smiles 
when people enjoy our art form.  
 This gallery will give exposure to our art and many others again thank you for your consideration.” 

  
Best regards, 
  
Eric and Alicia Baker 

Echo Sierra Coffee 
 

Ann stated that in her opinion, allowing retail on the second floor of A-Building would kill the Art Center 
concept of HUB Station.  She commented that some of the grant funding we have received was given based 
on the premises that the second floor was going to be a “makers’ floor.” Ann added that we have already told 
some potential tenants no due to the fact that the second floor was art only – no retail.  

Janet commented that a coffee shop/art studio would offer both retail and art, and the two could compliment 
each other.  

Ann stated that we already have a coffee shop located across the road from HUB Station.  She asked if it 
would be appropriate to allow another coffee shop to open so close to an existing shop.  

Jonathan stated that the Local Bean has been invited to participate in HUB events, and they have turned the 
invitations down. He commented that he is not sure if they are interested in serving coffee at HUB Station.  

Larry stated that he views the coffee shop/art studio as an opportunity to try something new.  

Jonathan commented that we could set regulations for the uses at HUB Station, much the same as we do with 
our zoning ordinance.  We could have some areas designated as transition areas where we try new things, 
but require an artistic element with the use at the same time.  

Addie commented that we do not currently have any space available for rent on the first floor.  She stated 
that there is a room being used for storage that is going to be cleared out for rental space, but it will not be 
available for a while. She added that she is not sure how long the tenants are willing to wait for a space. 

Ann suggested that the Bakers could consider having an area for writing/art studio on the second floor, and 
sell coffee out of their truck outside HUB Station.  

Addie commented that she is not sure if this is the concept they are hoping for.  They have not mentioned 
using their truck for selling coffee.   Addie stated that having the shop on the second floor would give people 
a reason to visit the second floor.   

The question was asked if there would need to be changes made in the plumbing to accommodate a coffee 
shop.  

Addie stated that there would need to be plumbing adjustments made, and the Bakers have agreed to install 
whatever is necessary at their own expense.  

Rick stated that he is good with the idea so long as there are guidelines/restrictions in place, and the use has a 
focus on art.  He commented that he believes this type of use could draw in a whole different group of 
visitors to HUB Station.  
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Ann stated that although she has concerns about retail being located on the second floor, she would feel 
better about the situation if there are guidelines in place for the rentals.  

Motion: (Rick Shew/Larry Chapman) to allow Eric & Alicia Baker, owners of Echo Sierra Coffee, to rent 
the space as requested so long as there are guidelines for the use of the space in place, with the restrictions 
for the rental being listed on the lease, at the retail rental rate of $600.00 per month.  Unanimously 
approved.  

Adjournment: 

Motion: (Larry Chapman/Rick Shew) to adjourn the meeting.  Unanimously approved.  

 

 

 

        ______________________________________ 

        Tamra T. Swanson, Town Clerk 
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